
Celebrating Black Voices Week (18th—22nd October 2021) 

This week, we have been celebrating Black Voices with each class exploring the achieve-

ments of scientists, engineers and inventors from around the world, both past and present, 

to inspire and engage our students in the world of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering 

and Maths).  

In Reception, the children learnt about Mae Jemison, the first Black 

woman into space. listening to different stories about turning her 

dream into reality. The children made space dough and puppets and 

were visited by our Scientist-in-Residence, Colin, who talked about 

life on the ISS. 

Year 1, McNaughton read The Girl with a Mind for Math, 

the story of Raye Montague, the ground-breaking engi-

neer who smashed both gender and racial barriers as the 

U.S. Navy’s first female programmer of ships. The class 

created their own submarines on computer and by 

hand—just like Raye! 

Year 2 Madan have based all work this week on Bessie Coleman, 

the first African-American woman to hold a pilot license. The chil-

dren loved the inspirational story of Brave Bess, who strove to 

change her life and the lives of others by showing them how to 

achieve greatness and by fighting for a more equal world. We 

read books about Bessie, we thought about her character and the 

traits she needed to achieve what she did. Finally, we wrote a 

poem about her.  

Year 2 Hoberman explored space scientist  Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock MBE  

who found school hard due to dyslexia but her passion for space drove 

her on!. Maggie’s love of the moon was explored further by resident sci-

entist Colin answering questions on all things space!  The class also wrote 

poems in the style of 8 year old poet Nylah Abitimo Jones who spoke at 

BLM processions.  

Year 1 Donaldson studied Wangari Maathai, an important environmentalist who began the Green Belt 

Movement which encouraged women, in particular, to plant trees all across Kenya. She was honoured 

with the Nobel Peace prize in 2004 – the first African woman to receive the award. They read stories and 

watched a video of Wangari talking about her mission to make  Kenya green. The children created trees 

from autumn leaves and wrote key words on why trees are so important. Finally, they recreated one of 

Wangari’s trademark African headscarves by block printing onto a strip of materiall with brilliant results! 



Year 3 Lear learnt about the amazing all-female team of 

Black mathematicians who served a vital role in the early 

years of the NASA American space programme. The class 

created fantastic posters about these ‘Hidden Figures’ to 

help educate others about these wonderful women. Next, 

they met and quizzed (via zoom) Dr Sanjeev Gupta, Profes-

sor of Earth Science at Imperial College, London who carries 

out research into the geological and landscape features on 

Earth and on Mars programming the Rover.  

Year 3 Nichols had an enlightening zoom chat with Sir Harry Bhadeshia who invented a special type of 

resilient steel that the Channel Tunnel tracks are made of. They also found out about Dr Lonnie Johnson  

who is most famous for inventing the super soaker (and Nerf guns).  The class completed a range of fun 

activities including creating posters and testing out super soakers! 

Year 4 Bloom were visited by STEM ambassador and chemical engineer Ibim Banigo who launched their 

week’s research of Green Belt Pioneer Wangari Maathia. The class read lots of books about her work in 

replanting trees healing friction between local tribes in Kenya and fighting for the rights of women. Bloom 

created posters highlighting awareness on the dangers of deforestation and what we could do to help it. 

Year 4 Rosen learnt about Professor Saiful Islam who works at Bath University on electricity projects using 

powerful super-computers. The class ‘met’ Saiful through zoom where he answered their questions about 

his life and work looking at how sustainable energy can be harnessed and used. Until recently Saiful held 

the world record for making the biggest lemon battery using more than 1000 lemons. Inspired by this, the 

class attempted a challenge of creating a single circuit in which two bulbs would work independently of 

each other. Tricky but not impossible! 



 

Year 5 Mahon zoomed with immunologist Dr Donald Palmer who 

is an expert in understanding how age can affect our immune 

system. The class learnt about malaria and how immunologists 

have helped prevent the spread of one of the most dangerous 

diseases there is. The class have now  all embraced Dr Palmer’s 

motto— Be bold and be brave! 

Year 5 Silverstein zoomed with STEM ambassador Erusa 

Idisie who talked about her role as an innovation engi-

neer reducing carbon emissions in the energy industry 

and how you can even be a chocolate engineer! The class 

studied the life of George Washington-Carver, an agricul-

tural scientist who found a way to increase crop yields 

and who devised solutions for surplus produce! The chil-

dren had great fun working in groups on arts and craft  

projects depicting Carver’s ideas for crop rotation. 

St Stephen’s LOVED hearing the stories behind these incredible figures and 
it was wonderful to have so many inspirational speakers to mark our cele-
bration of Black Voices Week. We are truly thankful to everyone who gave 
up their time and will continue to keep in touch with them during the year to enrich our curriculum work. 
Watch this space for a video compilation of our best bits from the Week. Here’s a sneak peek with Y2 
Madan— https://youtu.be/mpPd3yxvKaQ 
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Year 6 Zephaniah focused on many notable voices in the Black Science 

community including Dr Mark Richards who specialises in researching the 

rates of air pollution. He combines his love of science and  music (as a DJ) 

to use his knowledge of sound waves to help remix two songs together. 

Year 6 Ayres were delighted to welcome Cristiano Ceccato who spoke about his friend and colleague 

Dame Zaha Hadid. With her spectacular vision and belief in the power of architecture, Hadid designed 

some of the most outstanding buildings in the world including the London 2012 Olympic Aquatic Centre.  

https://youtu.be/mpPd3yxvKaQ

